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Academic Summary
All international legal documents recognize universal access to a set of rights closely linked to the
human person. However, in practice, the enjoyment of these rights does not come with the
same ease depending on the social environment where an individual is located. In Haiti, despite
the fact that the law defines the maximum length of time an individual must spend in pre-trial
detention, the majority of those in prison are subject to prolonged pre-trial detention. In 2015
the prolonged pretrial detention rate was at 72%1.

This high rate of prolonged pretrial holding is the result of a combination of factors, one of which
is the difficulty experienced by some litigants in paying for the legal services to represent them.
With the deteriorating economic situation, this demographic is less and less able to afford legal
services.

For the past few years, there has been a legal assistance program in place, but it is limited and
only affects five (5) first instance courts out of the eighteen (18) that exist in the country.

This document presents the costs and benefits of expanding this program by establishing a
national legal assistance system. The various calculations made show that the resulting benefits
of such an intervention will account for almost three (3) times the amount necessary for the
implementation of the intervention.
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Policy Summary
Overview
The problem of preventive pretrial detention in Haiti is a very serious problem, not less than 72%
held experience this situation. According to projections, if the intervention does not take place
we should have about 9,261 people across the country in this situation.
Since there are many other factors contributing to the observed problem, it is assumed that the
intervention will reduce the number of cases of preventive pretrial detention by 30% which
wouldn't be otherwise possible without the intervention. This percentage corresponds to 2,778
cases.

Factors relating to the implementation
The implementation cost of a BAL is estimated at 10,744.671 gourdes2. Considering that the
intervention aims to implement 13 LAOs, this makes it a total cost 139, 680.723 gourdes, which
will be commissioned.
The monitoring indicators will be the number of judgments held with the presence of lawyers in
the program and the average time spent in prolonged pretrial holding. These figures will be
updated monthly.
The partners will be the Ministry of Justice and Public Security (MJSP) and the Federation of Bar
Associations of Haiti.
Some factors may still affect the expected results, including those related to other causes
responsible for the preventive pretrial detention.

Justification for the intervention
The issue of preventive pretrial detention is a major problem. With a prison population of 10,646
in 2015 with a preventive pretrial detention rate of 72%. We see that there are no less than
7,665 individuals in this situation. Considering the deplorable conditions of detention in Haiti, we
understand the frustration these people endure when justice is slow to decide their fate.
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Setting up such a program will allow 2,778 of these detainees to be tried for the crimes they are
charged of. While it is true that the preventive pretrial detention will still exist after the
intervention, it has the possibility of making a significant reduction in the preventive pretrial
detention rate.
Table of costs and benefits

Summary table
Intervention

Benefit

Establishment of a national legal
assistance system
Notes: All figures are based on a discount rate of 5%

Cost

388,776,239 139,680,723

Benefit-Cost
Ratio

Data
Quality

2.78 Average
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1. Introduction
The access of everyone to enjoy these rights is a principle universally recognized through the
1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The first article stipulates that all human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and rights. Articles 7 and 8 of the document reinforces this idea by
making the following clarifications.
Article 7._All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to
equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination
in violation of this Declaration, and against any incitement to such discrimination.
Article 8._Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by
law.
The Haitian Constitution of 1987 was inspired by this principle and its Article 18 by stipulating
that all Haitians are equal before the law.
To enjoy this principle of equality before the law on which these legal instruments insist, they
must be implemented to provide justice for those to whom justice is due. Hence the importance
of the judicial system in accordance with the principle of "no one can provide justice unto
himself," including judicial institutions, court workers and judicial officers.
However, the reality is quite different from what is provided in the texts. Access to the
enjoyment of rights is not the same depending on social class they fall into.
A set of elements form the basis of this situation. One element is the lack of sitting judges and
trial judges. During the 2014-2015 judicial year, the Haitian justice system had only 63 trial
judges for 8,046 people awaiting trial3. Added to the fact that there is a lack of resources to
properly operate the judicial and the prison systems. Also, the phenomenon of corruption is to
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be considered which, according to the testimonies and are often expressed in public opinion,
affects all levels of the judicial system.
Also, one must consider that fact that many litigants need to be legally represented. Being able
to afford the services of a legal professional is nearly impossible for people from the poorest
social categories. According to the 2012 household survey by the Haitian Institute of Statistics
and Information (IHSI), 58.5% of the Haitian population lives below the poverty line on less than
2.25 US dollars and of which 23.8% are in a situation extreme poverty with only 1.25 US dollars.
In such a situation, 60% of the Haitian population is facing serious difficulties when it comes to
being represented by a legal professional, be it in a matter of private law, or public law.
This situation leads to many consequences for society. The most obvious is preventive pretrial
detention. A study conducted by RNDDH in October 2010 revealed that 75% of inmates were in
pretrial detention. This causes a gross injustice for certain individuals because in certain
circumstances people who would have been sentenced to six months in prison if they had been
tried for the offenses they had committed, have already spent two or three years in a cell
awaiting judgment. Five years later, in 2015, the preventive pretrial detention rate had
decreased very little (72.19%) according to the ratio of the Section of Human Rights (SDH) by the
MINUSTAH.
Regarding the issue of legal representation, the establishment of a national legal aid system is
then presented as a public service of justice par excellence to meet this requirement.
In recent years, MINUSTAH has undertaken a series of legal assistance initiatives. With this
support, we proceeded in 2008 towards the creation of the first Legal Assistance Office (LAO).
Officially launched in 2012, the legal assistance program was in its third phase in 2015. At this
third stage there were nine (9) Legal Assistance Offices of which five (5) were found in the
metropolitan area. The nine (9) bureaus are spread out over five (5) of the eighteen (18) of the
country's First instance courts.
The document is an assessment of what it will represent as cost to implement a LAO in thirteen
(13) jurisdictions that do not yet have and the resulting benefits of this initiative.
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2. Documentation Analysis
The completion of this assessment involved the consultation of a set of documents (reports,
books, newspaper articles) to access a set of relevant information that allowed us to do this
work.
We were initially required to consult several articles from the daily newspapers Le Nouvelliste
and the review Haïti-Libre to see what already existed in terms of Haitian legal aid.
Then we consulted reports by experts and human rights defense organizations, particularly from
the National Human Rights Defense Network (NHRDN), which enjoys a high degree of
recognition in Haiti in this sector.
Theoretical books that describe the institutions and the functioning of the judicial system in Haiti
were also very useful for the realization of this work. The constitution of 1987 amended in 2011,
as the mother law of the Republic of Haiti, also served as a guide.
Consultation of these various works has allowed us to become aware of what is most important
in the field of legal assistance in Haiti.

3. Theory
Several theoretical approaches were considered to justify legal aid. If for some, it is the
responsibility of lawyers to provide legal services to the poor, for others it is the responsibility of
the State to play this role. Among these latter, some call upon utilitarianism to justify the state
agenda, while others want legal aid to be a fundamental right in a democratic society.
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3.1 Pro Bono publico: Lawyer's responsibility in terms of legal aid
According to this theoretical approach, legal aid is a result of legal responsibility. In exchange for
the monopoly in practicing law, the bar has taken some social responsibility to defend certain
cases as a service to the community for free. This practice is especially common in the US4.
The major fault of pro bono is its paternalistic aspect in the definition of well-founded cases.
Representatives of the critical rights movement exposed the fact that the law is a system that
benefits the ruling class and which does not take account of disadvantaged groups5. The
criticism goes on to say that imposing social responsibility to defend the disadvantaged without a
system of legal aid lawyers seems as unreasonable and unjust as abolishing health insurance and
forcing doctors to provide free health care to people unable to pay their fees6.

3.2 Utilitarianism as justification for legal aid
According to this theory, legal aid is necessary to promote the dignity of the most disadvantaged.
In the case of scarce resources, priorities should be established based on what will bring the
greatest benefit to the greatest number of citizens. For this purpose, legal aid simply restores the
balance between the rich and the poor, allowing them access to the courts7.

3.3 The right to legal aid
Several arguments are made for legal aid to be considered as a right and not only as a merely
utilitarian measure in the political context. Among these arguments, we could cite the
fundamentally undemocratic nature of the judicial system, the recognition of the right to legal
aid in international declarations and the right to legal aid under the rule of law that the person is
entitled to a fair trial.
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3.3.1. The fundamentally undemocratic nature of the judicial system

With the advent of the welfare state, law has gradually been established as the means par
excellence of social regulation. As the judicial system has become more effective as a means of
social regulation, access has become more expensive, so as to discourage court appeals except
for those who have the financial means to do so, or for those whose interest in court appeals has
exceeded the costs incurred by the prosecution.
From this observation, it becomes imperative that everyone has the same right of access to the
courts if democracy wants to assert its superiority over other types of governance. As a result,
the institution of the right to legal aid is ideal to ensure this right of access to all.
3.3.2. The recognition of the right to legal aid in international declarations

The first generation of the rights recognized by the United Nations Organization is formed by
individual rights, called fundamental. In the mid 1960s, the United Nations developed a second
generation of rights, called economic and social rights. It includes the rights without which a
person cannot achieve his full potential as an individual and as a citizen in a community.
We can therefore agree that the right to legal aid is implicitly contained in various economic and
social rights.
3.3.3 The right to a fair trial

The right to a fair trial is guaranteed by article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights. It
concerns both civil and criminal matters. The essential principle is the right of everyone to a fair
and public trial within a reasonable time, by an independent and impartial jury, established by
the law.

4. Cost-Benefit Calculations
As mentioned above, the intervention "Establishment of a national system of legal assistance"
will concretely consist of the operation of thirteen (13) legal assistance offices (LAO). Once these
thirteen LAOs are in service, we will be in a situation where all first instance courts will each have
at least one LAO.
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Putting these LAOs in service will bring huge benefits for economically disadvantaged citizens
and more broadly for the country in terms of social justice. However, implementing this will
come at a significant financial cost.

4.1. Costs
To create a Legal Assistance offices there are a series of cost to bear, among the most obvious
we must mention:
-

Office space rental

-

Office equipment and other types of materials

-

Office supplies

-

Remuneration of staff assigned to the program

Phase II of the ongoing legal assistance project, the average annual cost of operating an LAO is
$161,5148. Applied at the rate of exchange used in the model, this is equivalent to 10,744,671
gourdes. In short, to create the 13 LAOs that the "Establishing a national legal assistance system"
intervention forsees, a total budget of 139,680,723 gourdes is required.

4.2. Benefits
The benefits of implementing these 13 LAOs are twofold: economic productivity of prisoners and
savings made at the level of the cost of detention by the Government.
4.2.1 Gain of economic productivity

When, thanks to the intervention an individual is released, either because he was not guilty of
what he was accused of, of because he has already served the sentence for the offence
committed, gives him the opportunity to engage in an economically profitable activity. Hence the
economic productivity gain expected with his release.
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Given that with liberation through this intervention, there may be two (2) cases of figures, to
calculate the economic productivity gain separately (those of the guilty and innocent) and then
add them.
The productivity gain of the innocent represents what they can gain in terms of income if the
intervention provides them the opportunity to receive their judgment quickly and avoid the loss
of time in prison. It is determined by multiplying the number of innocent released by the
minimum wage by the number of months of detention avoided on average (24) for those
deemed innocent by the intervention. This calculation has given us an amount of 94,316,554
gourdes in 2017 and a similar amount in 2018.
The productivity gain for the guilty is based on what has been identified as the number of
months on average (12) for a sentence. This productivity gain is calculated for a single year and
amounts to 103,800,901 gourdes in 2017.
In total, we obtained the amounts of 198,117,455 gourdes in 2017 and 94,316,554 gourdes in
2018 in terms of increased productivity as a result of the reduction of the period of detention
arising from the implementation of the intervention.
4.2.2 Cost of detention savings

Detainees are the responsibility of the State. Therefore, each person detained unjustly, in
addition to the fact that he suffers this injustice, the State makes an expenditure in vain. As a
result, when the State arranges for individuals to not remain in jail unjustly, the avoided
expenditure represents a savings for the State and society.
As part of the "establishment of the of legal assistance program", the total savings expected in
terms of costs of detention is of the order of 82,752,712 gourdes in 2017 and 39,395,573
gourdes for 2018.
These two added advantages gave us a total of 280,870,167 gourdes in 2017 and 133,712,127
gourdes in 2018. At a discount rate of 5%, this adds up to a total benefit of 388,776,239 gourdes
and a benefit-cost ratio (BCR) of 2.78 for the intervention.
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5. Conclusion
The cost-benefit analysis of this intervention, the "establishment of the national legal assistance
program," demonstrates that the intervention will be beneficial to society, as the expected
benefits will be higher than the gourdes being invested.
The intervention intends to contribute to the liberation of nearly three thousand people in
preventive pretrial detention, half of whom are expected to be found not guilty. This is of great
importance in a country like Haiti, where detention conditions fall far below the relevant
standards. The release of these individuals will then allow them to find work to care for their
families, and it will also free up resources that can be assigned to other State programs.
More generally, society as a whole will benefit from such an intervention, because the more
people move in a space where they feel that efforts are being made to preserve a minimum of
social justice, the more they will be confident and motivated to work for the well-being of the
community.
Naturally, the intervention will not eradicate the problem of preventive pretrial detention,
moreover it does not claim to. It also isn't possible to eradicate the problem, since it only
concerns the aspect of legal assistance to litigants with limited economic means, while the
problem of preventive pretrial detention has several other causes besides the issues of legal
representation. However it affects a fairly crucial aspect. If other causes are likewise treated with
this intervention, and all stakeholders take their work to heart, we will be able to solve the
problem of preventive pretrial detention and guarantee Haitian justice at a minimum no matter
what their economic origin.
Summary table
Intervention
Establishment of a national
system of legal assistance

Discount
Benefit
Cost
BenefitData
rate
Cost Ratio
Quality
3% 398,725,987 139,680,723
2.85
5% 388,776,239 139,680,723
12% 357,371,425 139,680,723
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Haiti faces some of the most acute social and economic development challenges in the world. Despite an
influx of aid in the aftermath of the 2010 earthquake, growth and progress continue to be minimal, at best.
With so many actors and the wide breadth of challenges from food security and clean water access to
health, education, environmental degradation, and infrastructure, what should the top priorities be for
policy makers, international donors, NGOs and businesses? With limited resources and time, it is crucial
that focus is informed by what will do the most good for each gourde spent. The Haïti Priorise project will
work with stakeholders across the country to find, analyze, rank and disseminate the best solutions for
the country. We engage Haitans from all parts of society, through readers of newspapers, along with
NGOs, decision makers, sector experts and businesses to propose the best solutions. We have
commissioned some of the best economists from Haiti and the world to calculate the social,
environmental and economic costs and benefits of these proposals. This research will help set priorities
for the country through a nationwide conversation about what the smart - and not-so-smart - solutions
are for Haiti's future.
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